Background
==========

Iron as a trace metal is essential for almost all forms of life. Its biological role is attributable to its properties as a transition metal. It readily switches between its ferric (3+) and ferrous (2+) state and therefore serves as an essential prosthetic group in most cellular electron-transfer reactions. In addition, iron is a critical component of heme in hemoglobin and myoglobin, where it serves in oxygen binding and transport, which is essential for respiration in most animals.

The same oxido-reductive properties that make iron essential for life are also the cause of its toxicity, if the concentration of the free ions runs out of control. The ferrous ion can participate in Fenton chemistry and produce hydroxyl and lipid radicals with detrimental effects on structural constituents and metabolic functions of the cell. The eukaryotic cell is equipped with various proteins to handle iron, to secure its vital functions and to limit its toxicity. This includes proteins for iron uptake (metal transporter, transferrin receptors), its transport in the plasma (transferrin), and its non-toxic storage and sequestration (as ferritin). Iron metabolism is therefore interlaced with the metabolism of these proteins (reviewed in \[[@B1]\]).

The vital and destructive roles of iron are reflected in its tight regulation and the narrow leeway of fine-tuning in cellular subsystems. The molecular arsenal as well as the dynamic range of iron metabolism is remarkably well conserved in mammalian species. Quantitative data, scaled to body size, are surprisingly similar between, for instance, humans and mice, certain exceptions notwithstanding. The levels of variables extend over several decadic orders in a hierarchy of dynamic modes. Duodenal iron uptake is meticulously poised within a very narrow limit. As another step towards this end, the body recycles iron from degraded fractions such as erythrocyte hemoglobin. This establishes turnover rates as an additional multi-level hierarchy within the system (reviewed in \[[@B2]\]).

Mammalian iron metabolism has been intensively studied for over 70 years, with the fundamental paper by McCance and Widdowson \[[@B3]\] being among the earliest reports. These comprised the iron content of cells and organs and characterized biochemical fractions defined by ionic state and the nature of carrier proteins. In later years the distribution kinetics of tracer isotopes yielded insight into the dynamic turnover of iron fractions in organs and the whole organism. The molecular \"machinery\" of proteins involved in iron handling was stepwise revealed during the 1990 s with the identification of iron carrier proteins and the genes encoding them. Thus, a global understanding of iron biology based on cellular and molecular events is coming into perspective.

Certain features of iron metabolism make it a suitable subject for systems analysis aiming at integration of cellular and systemic dynamics and regulation. The cellular fate of iron is handled by a relatively small set of specialized receptor-, exporter-and storage proteins. Though some overlap with the handling of other trace metals was described, iron handling by corresponding proteins does not involve too many overlapping cellular processes. This makes systemic integration less difficult than in many other fields of biochemistry. Iron can be measured by specific chemical and physical methods, and the availability of isotopes has made dynamic studies possible. The regulation in iron deficiency and iron overload as well as after transgenic perturbation in animal models may be characterized.

A theoretical description of mammalian iron biology focuses on two complementary aspects of systems analysis: 1.) the phenomenology of what is going on in a living system, i.e. to deal with concentrations and fluxes in functionally different or disturbed states of the body. 2.) To deal with the regulatory structure that brings about these phenomena.

The mouse has become the model animal of choice for studying systemic and cellular iron metabolism. The method of genetic knock-out, knock-in, and forced expression of specific genes and the possibility to target such effects to certain cell types (Cre/Lox technology) made it possible to study the regulatory cross-talk within cells and between cells and organs in greater detail. It allows mimicking physiological differences and pathological states in the intact animal rather than in isolated cells.

A phenomenological description of internal iron kinetics has been previously published for the mouse strain C57BL/10ScSnPh \[[@B4]\]. The authors administered radioactive ferrous citrate into the tail vain of healthy adult animals on an iron-adequate diet and followed the distribution of the tracer into bones, spleen and liver. Their mathematical model consists of 12 iron compartments (plasma, erythrocytes, liver, extravascular fluid, body periphery, excretion compartment, and 3 *ad-hoc*compartments each in bone marrow and in spleen), and of 32 fluxes between these compartments. The authors followed the time course up to 3 weeks and provided estimated quantitative values for the 12 pool sizes and 32 fluxes with the help of ingenious \"by-hand\" simulation of the observed curves. Limitations of computer capacity at that time precluded the attempt to address uncertainty and redundancy of the different parameters. Therefore, many of the numerical values remained uncertain or speculative in their quantitative importance.

Mathematical models of iron kinetics were previously published for dogs \[[@B5]\] and for human subjects \[[@B6]-[@B8]\]. The parameterization in such models was derived from a detailed analysis of the time course of radioactive tracer in plasma and in erythrocytes, in one case complemented by body surface measurements \[[@B7]\]. The models summarized body tissues in compact compartment form (storage compartment, erythron compartment etc.), and the results of these studies became the knowledge basis for diagnostic interpretation of human diseases as it is medical practice today.

In this paper we present a phenomenological model of the murine iron system in the absence of pathological deviation, but under different, well controlled conditions of iron supply in the food. Based on our systematic measurements we estimate quantitative values of rate constants for the iron flux from plasma into 15 peripheral organs of the body, estimate the recycling rate of peripheral iron, and of the kinematic properties of iron-containing compartments. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the model layout with its compartments and the transfer of iron between them. The dynamic and static properties of iron metabolism will be characterized in terms of systemic homeostasis. It is intended to use this detailed flux and pool model as basis for the study of the iron status of targeted genetic variants of the C57BL6 mouse strain.

![**Topological Scheme of Steady-State Iron Flux into and out of the main Body Organs of the Mouse**. All compartments receive iron from plasma/Extravascular Fluid (EVF) via the transferrin receptor endocytosis. The peripheral compartments return iron probably mainly via the ferroportin transporter. An exception is bone marrow the iron of which is rapidly channelled into haemoglobin synthesis of the maturing erythrocytes \[[@B13],[@B59]\]. The depicted direct flow into the spleen represents red blood cell production (a particular feature of this organ in mice \[[@B53]\]) and possibly the iron uptake by spleen macrophages due to \"ineffective erythropoiesis\" \[[@B15]\]. Tracer iron bound as freshly synthesized heme may also be recycled (e.g. FLCVR-mediated) circumventing the passage through the vast red blood cell compartment. These different fluxes cannot be distinguished in a compartment clearance model as formulated here. For the red blood cell compartment we assume a component of random elimination of cells into spleen/RES, independent of cell age. The removal of senescent cells after their life span cannot be seen in the earlier stages of pulse-labelling of the iron compartments. Some of the compartments loose iron out of the body by way of cell exfoliation or desquamation (intestinal tract, skin integument), by production of bile (liver) and urine (kidney), or by bleeding. These compartments have double exits. For the purpose of parameter estimation of steady-state ^59^Fe flux the quantitatively less important elements of these double exits have been neglected (dotted arrows). Heme flow as enterohepatic absorption-secretion cycle has not been included into the figure. It would not be visible in the tracer experiment due to onset of tracer dilution over the whole body.](1752-0509-4-112-1){#F1}

Results
=======

Tracer uptake into murine organs
--------------------------------

We use protocols of experiments on mice of the C57B6 strain \[[@B9]\]. The main tissue-related data are summarized in the Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S1 to S3. They may be scaled and recalculated to represent the state of the whole organism, using the organ weights (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S4). The experimental data were obtained from iron-deficient, iron-adequate, and iron-loaded mice \[[@B9]\]. Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S5 to S7 give the calculated organ tracer contents at different time-points after administration, scaled to the whole body. Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} show a synopsis of the system\'s behaviour under these conditions. The measured radioactivity in the organs is given as mean plus-minus standard deviation along with a simulated time course of the \"best fit\" (table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The coefficient of variation in these data was in the range of 30%. This is common in iron studies.

###### 

Parameters values, scatter intervals and best fits.

                                                               Fe Deficient                   Fe Adequate                   Fe Loaded   
  ---------------------------------------------------- ------- -------------- ------- ------- ------------- ------- ------- ----------- -------
  1kp_bon                                              13.22   12.47          13.63   12.67   12.01         13.26   6.92    6.01        7.09
  2kp_kid                                              0.42    0.28           0.54    0.45    0.36          0.51    1.62    1.18        1.82
  3kp_int                                              0.98    0.77           1.06    0.9     0.63          1.1     0.93    0.66        1.01
  4kp_liv                                              2.27    1.83           2.54    2.61    2.28          2.9     5.25    4.25        5.73
  5kp_sto                                              0.09    0.06           0.18    0.12    0.08          0.17    0.27    0.21        0.37
  6kp_intg                                             1.04    0.89           1.32    1.14    0.96          1.35    1.33    1.05        1.5
  7kp_fat                                              0.04    0.03           0.05    0.05    0.04          0.05    0.066   0.051       0.075
  8kp_mus                                              0.96    0.8            1.23    1.49    1.31          1.8     2.52    2.06        2.75
  9kp_lun                                              0.79    0.64           1.06    0.31    0.22          0.44    0.63    0.56        0.75
  10kp_duo                                             0.02    0.01           0.15    0.04    0.03          0.06    0.038   0.027       0.05
  11kp_bra                                             0.03    0.03           0.03    0.03    0.03          0.04    0.021   0.019       0.022
  12kp_hea                                             0.11    0.1            0.14    0.13    0.12          0.15    0.36    0.31        0.38
  13kp_tes                                             0.04    0.04           0.05    0.06    0.05          0.06    0.043   0.037       2.68
  14kkid_p                                             0.2     0.11           0.32    0.2     0.14          0.25    0.23    0.16        0.32
  15kliv_p                                             0.25    0.21           0.32    0.14    0.11          0.16    0.1     0.073       0.12
  16ksto_out                                           0.18    0.09           1.72    0.37    0.27          0.49    0.29    0.2         0.4
  17kfat_p                                             0.1     0.06           0.19    0.13    0.1           0.15    0.099   0.079       0.12
  18kmus_p                                             0.03    0.02           0.05    0.15    0.12          0.21    0.14    0.11        0.17
  19klun_p                                             0.41    0.37           0.52    0.19    0.11          0.3     0.086   0.065       0.12
  20kbra_p                                             0.02    0.02           0.03    0.06    0.05          0.07    0.028   0.022       0.034
  21khea_p                                             0.06    0.03           0.08    0.08    0.06          0.09    0.17    0.14        0.19
  22ktes_p                                             0.05    0.03           0.07    0.09    0.07          0.12    0.067   0.044       7.16
  23kspl_p                                             14.61   13.86          15      7.29    5.53          9.15    1.91    1.52        2.33
  24kintg_out                                          0.03    0.02           0.05    0.04    0.03          0.06    0.072   0.057       0.102
  25kint_out                                           0.3     0.22           0.4     0.36    0.26          0.42    0.22    0.16        0.26
  26kduo_p                                             0.17    0.12           2.55    0.42    0.32          0.55    0.24    0.18        0.34
  27kbon_rbc                                           1.85    1.74           1.92    1.07    0.93          1.26    0.5     0.48        0.57
  28kbon_spl                                           0.56    0.4            0.83    0.1     0.08          0.13    0.046   0.033       0.058
  29krbc_spl                                           0.03    0.02           0.04    0.06    0.05          0.07    0.032   0.027       0.047
  fval chi_sqr (fit criterion)                         0.58                           0.72                          1.05                
  sq root of mean weighted squared dev (fit quality)   0.07                           0.08                          0.07                

The parameter estimates (expressed per day) were obtained by an optimization algorithm that minimized the fit criterion as defined in the paragraph \"parameter estimation strategy\" of methods section. Rate parameters were estimated under the assumption of approximate steady-state fluxes. Displayed are the best-fit values. The statistical limit of acceptable parameter value was obtained by perturbing the tracer measurements at random (equidistributed, \"Monte-Carlo resampling\") around the mean within the standard deviation, both displayed in Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S1 to S3.

The value of the total plasma iron clearance rate had to be prescribed as fixed value in order to avoid excessive parameter correlation (see paragraph \"parameter identifiability\"). Their value was chosen to the convenient value of 20 per day, approximately in keeping with the data of Trinder et al. \[[@B10]\] and Brodsky et al.\[[@B53]\]. Any other choice of the total clearance rate will affect all out-of-plasma estimates in the table proportionally.

The criterion of best fit \"fval chi_sqr\" was selected from an analysis of the data structure (see \"fit criterion\" in section methods).

\"sq root of mean weighted squared dev\" (see section \"quality of final fit\" in methods) is a measure of a typical deviation between measurement and optimal fit.

![**Distribution of radioactive iron over body compartments in mice raised on diets different in iron content**. Measured values are given as mean with standard deviation. The best fit obtained by parameter estimation is drawn as continuous curve. All data were normalized to initial dose of radioactive tracer (100%), with allowance made for a slow total excretion (see methods). The kinetics of plasma clearance is very rapid (characteristic time about 60 to 100 min) and therefore not visible in detail on the scale applied here.](1752-0509-4-112-2){#F2}

![**Distribution of radioactive iron over body compartments in mice raised on diets different in iron content (continued)**. For explanation, see figure 2.](1752-0509-4-112-3){#F3}

Estimation of clearance rate parameters
---------------------------------------

The estimation of the rate parameters requires tackling with the mathematical difficulty of data fluctuation and parameter redundancy in this multi-level time hierarchy (see methods). The resulting uncertainty of parameter estimates, after elimination of parameter interdependence, was in the range of the data scatter. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} contains the estimated fractional turnover rates for all fluxes shown in figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, with estimates of their statistical fluctuation obtained by Monte-Carlo resampling of the data protocol (see methods). Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S1 contains the \"best\" estimates of the fractional turnover rate constants, and Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2 displays the relative distribution of plasma iron turnover fluxes into periphery. The \"fit quality\" addressed in table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} is a global measure of the deviation between model and data. A value of 0.07-0.08 is satisfactory.

Calculation of flux rates of iron exchange between the central and peripheral compartments
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The system of equations to predict the \"best fit\" is an idealized summary of tracer dynamics. It can be used to calculate the distribution dynamics of steady-state flux rates of transferrin-bound iron into and out of the various organs (Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S3, Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S8).

Plasma iron pool
----------------

The transferrin-bound iron pool in plasma is in the range of 1-2 μg, see Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S9). This is small compared to all other pools. It equilibrates tracer iron with the internal iron within minutes. There is another pool of similar size in the transcapillary vascular fluid \[[@B12]\] which equilibrates with a rate constant of about 1d^-1^. Since our data do not contain ferrokinetic measurements of the extravascular pool, we decided not to introduce it as a separate compartment of the model.

Total plasma clearance of iron
------------------------------

The total clearance rate of transferrin-bound plasma iron is given by the sum of fractional clearance rates into the periphery (table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Its absolute value is not accessible from our data set, because the first time point was 12 h, i.e. when the clearance was nearly complete. Precise determination of plasma clearance would require repeated blood sampling and measurement of plasma radioactivity in each animal at very short intervals after injection (first hour). Cavill et al. \[[@B29],[@B30]\] have summarized the corresponding diagnostic problems in humans. Such procedures are not feasible in mice. Therefore, we used a rough estimate of plasma iron clearance taken from 2-h points in the murine experiments with a diet design similar to ours \[[@B10]\]. They permit the calculation (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S9) of the approximate total clearance rate of the plasma iron pool. The estimate from 2-h values may be somewhat too low due to early reflux of label iron via bone marrow and spleen into the plasma. Based on other literature data we introduced a rounded total fractional clearance of 20 daily turnovers of the plasma pool. This was a set value in the parameter estimation and defines the time scale for all other iron data. Different values, higher or lower, would affect the values in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S1 and Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S8 proportionally, but not the relative values of iron distribution into tissues and organs as shown in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2.

Fractional iron clearance into the peripheral compartments
----------------------------------------------------------

Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} lists and Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2 depicts the fractional clearance parameters of iron into the various organs. The iron content of the transferrin pool increases with the iron content of the diet (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S9). The total clearance constant of plasma iron, however, remains nearly unchanged (see Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S9).

Iron uptake into the erythropoietic system
------------------------------------------

The bulk of tracer outflow from plasma goes into the erythropoietic bone marrow and is rapidly incorporated into hemoglobin \[[@B13],[@B14]\]. About 63% of plasma iron is cleared into bone marrow in iron-adequate mice and practically the same fraction (66%) in iron deficiency. This fraction is somewhat lower than in other species (e.g. \[[@B2],[@B14],[@B31]\]). In iron-rich mice it decreased to about half of that (35%) under steady-state conditions. However, corresponding plasma iron turnover rates increase only by 22% (figures 2 and 5 of \[[@B10]\]). Therefore, the absolute rate of iron flow to the erythron is reduced in iron-loaded condition (from 19 to 14 μg/body/day, see Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S8). Switching the system into the storage mode \[[@B32]\] appears to overshoot and reduce the influx into the erythrocyte-forming pathway. Slightly reduced hemoglobin contents were observed accordingly \[[@B9]\].

Flux rates through compartments and size of tracer-accessible peripheral pools
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the iron concentration in plasma (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S9) and fractional clearance parameters (Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2 and table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) it is possible to calculate the absolute flux rates for iron from the plasma into the connected compartments (eq. 5; see Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S3, Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S8). Dividing steady state iron flux rates into a given compartment by the fractional clearance rate of that compartment gives an estimate of the \"tracer-accessible\" pool size (calculation not possible for duodenum). Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S10 and Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S4 show that there are 4 scales of iron pool (see discussion below).

Hierarchy of iron residence times in different organs
-----------------------------------------------------

A hierarchy of iron residence times is revealed based on estimated clearance rates from the compartments (eq. 4). Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S11 shows the expected average residence time of an iron molecule when it reaches a given compartment. There is a rapid circulation of iron between plasma, bone marrow and spleen (residence times below 1 day), but a spectrum of longer residence times in the other organs (intestinal segments: \~ 2-3 days; inner organs: 5 to 13 days; and erythrocytes, brain and integument: 16 days and longer). In the latter 3 organs iron may be kept for a month and longer, which would point to a complex interplay of biosynthesis, storage and export that cannot be unravelled by whole-body ferrokinetic study. In the case of rapidly renewed cells (intestine, skin) this residence time is the same as that of the whole cell, whereas in stationary cells it reflects the well-known specific renewal rate of protein within such cells \[[@B33]\].

Comparison of \"tracer-accessible\" pools with the unlabelled non-heme iron pool
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The pools accessible for radioactive labels (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S10) may be compared with the non-heme iron content of the same compartment (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S12). The latter store increases considerably with higher iron loads in parenchymal organs (liver: 16-fold, spleen: 7-fold, kidneys: 1.4-fold), whereas heart muscle and presumably other organs do not pile up such stores. By contrast, the ^59^Fe-accessible \"kinetic\" pools increase only 1.7 to 3.4 fold on iron load (see Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S13). It also turns out (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S13) that the relative size of the tracer-labelled pool in liver and spleen drops from \~ 25% to \~ 6%, while this share is increased from \~ 20% to \~ 40% in kidney and heart.

Discussion
==========

The Mathematical Model
----------------------

From the viewpoint of systems analysis, iron metabolism of the body is an open black-box with input, internal processing and output. Absorption fluxes and losses are relatively slow compared to internal iron circulation \[[@B34],[@B35]\]. The most relevant internal dynamic events occur within the first few days after tracer injection. They involve the plasma iron turnover and the turnover of the erythron. On this time scale the system is nearly closed, with input (absorption) and output (excretion, desquamation) being slow compared to the dominant rates of inner metabolism. Iron absorption from guts is in the range of 0.5 μg per day (calculated to whole-body scale from the data of Bahram et al. \[[@B36]\] and Lebeau et al. \[[@B21]\], whereas the rate of total plasma iron exchange with the body periphery is in the range 20-30 μg per day (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S8). Such a system will approach an inner steady-state with slowly drifting concentrations and fluxes.

To study such a steady-state one can measure stationary content variables and inject a tiny dose of ^59^Fe, preferentially bound to its transferrin carrier \[[@B37]\], into the central compartment of radioactive iron. In the initial hours after mixing of the injected iron, when the periphery does not appreciably return tracer, the flow of blood into the organs is proportional to the flow of tracer. This initiates distribution dynamics of the tracer in conformity with the pools and stationary rates of the unlabelled bulk of iron in the steady-state, which is not disturbed by the addition of trace amounts. The time course of the ensuing run-off of tracer distribution obeys a system of ordinary differential equations (methods and Additional file [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Iron status of the adult mice on different dietary regimes
----------------------------------------------------------

The experimental data which form the basis for the model calculations presented here are derived in adult mice that were on different dietary regimes during growth. The adult animal develops a steady-state which is maintained during its further adult life, i.e. for approximately 1-2 years. This assumption is prerequisite for the ferrokinetic model. The empirical background for the model consists of the static iron status and of tracer dynamic data.

Modelling iron metabolism by the ^59^Fe tracer method
-----------------------------------------------------

The literature contains numerous papers \[[@B2],[@B5],[@B6],[@B8],[@B38]\] which measured the dynamics of iron metabolism on the intact organism with the help of the tracer ^59^Fe. The basic rationale is that the tracer, while being always measurable as radioactivity, due to its tiny relative amount does not perturb appreciably the iron status of the body. Most of the mathematical models derived from such measurements were obtained for humans, dogs and rats. Vácha et al.\[[@B4]\] derived a whole-body model for the normal mouse (related to our strain), collected from measurements in blood, liver and spleen, without systematic control of dietary regime. The model was based on a number of ad-hoc assumptions of fluxes, which partly could not be substantiated by cellular mechanisms, and the parameters were in part estimated without a whole-model statistical fitting procedure (computer capacity-limited). We can confirm, with the experimental evidence now available, that their ingenious model, in spite of some speculative elements due to limited molecular knowledge, gives a remarkably adequate description of the global dynamic structure of murine iron metabolism.

Static iron status
------------------

This is defined as the iron content of the iron fractions in the different organs and tissues. It reflects the expression of protein carriers to which iron is bound (transferrin, ferritin, heme proteins etc.). We can assume that this status is stable during the observation period.

Dynamic fluxes
--------------

The second data type is the time course of iron flow through body organs after administration of a radioactive tracer. The data base stems from partly published measurements of our own labs \[[@B9]\] and from studies done elsewhere under a comparable experimental design. The aim is to integrate the entire data set into an integrative model, thereby displaying the systemic structure which is not obvious from inspection of raw data.

Kinematic model of iron steady-state
------------------------------------

The crucial supposition for a representative model is that iron fluxes in the body are (approximately) balanced and cellular pools do not fluctuate violently during the experimental period. Tracer injection permits to collect data on internal fluxes without upsetting the steady-state. Analysis of the fate of tracer-^59^Fe in the tissues in terms of a linear system of differential equations describing influx, outflux and internal metabolism of the system gives a picture of the prevailing \"kinematics\" of the system, i.e. it describes what happens, not the causes and controlling mechanisms. Such a phenomenology is the prerequisite for any in-depth systemic description.

Inhomogeneity of compartments
-----------------------------

For some important tissues under consideration the assumption of homogeneity is not valid. This applies to liver, which consists of parenchymal cells (hepatocytes) and cells of the RES (Kupffer-cells). Both types have different iron regulation. Similarly, the murine spleen has subcompartments, of erythropoietic and of macrophage cells. Muscle tissue contains a large fraction of iron in myoglobin, the turnover of which is different from that of the macrophages in muscle. On the whole, the macrophages of RES are spread over a multiplicity of organs and change their distribution in inflammation. For the sake of model calculation, nevertheless, we treated these organs as compartments.

Numerical parameter estimation
------------------------------

Tracer motion in a steady-state system of homogenous pools (like in figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) can be modelled by ordinary linear differential equations. In theory, the concentration of tracer in these pools follows a time course described by superimposed exponentials. In the initially labelled central compartment (plasma) the tracer content falls monotonously. In all the other compartments, initially void of tracer, the concentration rises to a maximum and then turns into a monotonously decreasing phase of recycling into plasma together with outflux out of the body. The parameter values of the interconnected system can be obtained as \"best fit\" according to a suitable distance criterion. In practice this estimation process may run into two types of difficulty: statistical scatter and redundancy of the parameter space.

The scatter of measured data in most biological systems is considerable and cannot be avoided. The reason is partly individual variation between subjects and partly the technical difficulty to exactly repeat the same experiment. A statistical model of this situation can, at best, be a close approximation to the measured data in the form of an idealized curve. We repeated the estimation procedure on sets of artificially generated data which keep the error structure of the observed data. The range of parameter fluctuation was revealed in this way.

Interdependence (correlation) of parameter estimates
----------------------------------------------------

This is an unavoidable problem of complex biological models. It became clear from the ACE analysis (see methods) that our data contained two causes of parameter interdependence: insufficient resolution at very early time after tracer injection, and cases of double output of tracer back into plasma and out of the body. We overcame these problems by prescribing an approximate value of the total plasma clearance calculated from the data of Trinder et al. \[[@B10]\]. Furthermore, we replaced double outfluxes by a single lumped one, thus not specifying the precise fractional contribution of each pathway (see dotted outflux arrows in figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this way we obtained parameter estimates with a reasonable range of scatter avoiding strong intercorrelation.

Further parameters of the model
-------------------------------

The set of clearance-and rate-parameters resulting from the parameterization is given in table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, and visualized in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S1. The quality of the fit is satisfactory, as demonstrated in figures 2, 3, 4. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} contains the most compact representation of the information content of the empirical data. It can be used to calculate flux rates (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S8), pool sizes (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S10) and as well as a characteristic temporal structure of the system (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S11). Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2 through S4 visualize these quantitative estimates. These indirectly derived data indicate scatter intervals of system-relevant parameters. Their totality is amenable to physiological interpretation of the static and dynamic state of the iron system in the mouse in the different \"lifestyle\" regimes studied.

Physiological interpretation of the global system
-------------------------------------------------

### Iron metabolism can be described as a closed compartment system

The quasi-closed state of the iron system together with the ensuing internal steady-state makes into possible to simplify the non-linear structure to a system of ordinary linear differential equations. The dynamics of tracer motion depicts the statics of the underlying stationary flux-and-pool network. We could build on a number of previous attempts to model iron metabolism in this way \[[@B5]-[@B8],[@B38]\], reviews in \[[@B2],[@B38]\]. The novel aspect here is the detailed reversible balance in a network of peripheral tissues that were previously combined *ad hoc*to black boxes.

### Iron metabolism is organized as temporal hierarchy on five time scales

Analysis of the clearance parameters of our experiments (table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, transformed into residence times-Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S11) and of literature data \[[@B10],[@B18],[@B19]\] lead to the following grouping of characteristic time periods:

-Rapid mixing time of the transferrin-bound plasma/ECF pool: below 1 h

-Total clearance time of plasma iron due mainly to flux into bone marrow, liver and muscle: \~ 1 hour.

-Clearance time of compartments that return tracer into plasma (descending branches in figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S1): between \~2 days in the intestinal tract and \~8 days in parenchymal organs.

-Incorporation time into iron-carrying proteins in red blood cells, muscles, integument or fat: \~ 1 month.

-Characteristic life-time of iron molecules in the whole body: approaches 200 days in the adult mouse. If the mouse has acquired a store in the adolescent stage (adequate diet), this would be sufficient for its whole life. It is therefore difficult to induce iron-depletion anemia in the mouse (contrast to humans).

The time hierarchy does not change appreciably between different iron statuses in normal mice (confirming the conclusion in \[[@B10]\]).

### Iron turnover in the plasma compartment depends on the iron status

The concentration of transferrin-bound plasma iron in plasma is in the range of 100-200 μg/dL in the mouse (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S9). This is similar to other mammalian species (e.g. \[[@B12],[@B39]-[@B42]\]). The iron concentration tends to lower values in iron-deficient and to higher values in iron-loaded mice. The iron clearance from plasma defines a half-time of renewal in the range of 1-2 hours, again similar for species otherwise as different as *Mus musculus*and *Homo sapiens*. Rats \[[@B41]\] and dogs \[[@B5],[@B39]\] are also in the same range. In rats, however, iron deficiency does not lower the plasma concentration \[[@B41]\].

### Iron distribution into body periphery is a three-level hierarchy of flux rates

The initial tracer concentration in plasma becomes rapidly cleared within a few hours after administration and stays at a low, but steady value afterwards. This coincides with the ascending tracer curves in the peripheral compartments (figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The initial distribution is complete at the first time of measurement (12 h). The position of the maximum fixes the time point when plasma tracer is nearly washed out and the periphery begins to return some of the previously accumulated tracer iron into the plasma (figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The continuous decrease of organ tracer content begins after 12-24 hours. It is an expression of the fact that \"fresh\" cellular iron is not only stored or channelled into biosynthesis, but also shows an appreciable back-flow into the plasma.

The descending branch of the peripheral tracer curves show that all tissues return the radioactivity into the plasma, unless they lose it by desquamation, which is the case for intestine and integument. This characteristic pattern proves that iron flux into the periphery and reflux into plasma take place simultaneously.

The quantitative level of all the superimposed fluxes can result only from a deeper analysis of the corresponding mathematical model. This analysis yields a set of fractional clearance parameters (table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). From these values and by application of the steady-state assumption all iron fluxes can be estimated when the iron content of the central compartment is available. Data by Trinder et al. \[[@B10]\] contribute an estimate of the total plasma turnover clearance rate (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S9).

### Three clusters of flux rates may be distinguished

-flux through the erythron (range of 10 to 20 μg/day per mouse)

-flux through peripheral compartments with storage function (liver, muscle, integument, intestinal tract, kidneys, lungs, heart: 0.5 to 4 μg/day per mouse)

-flux through organs with slow iron turn-over (testicles, fat, brain) -0.05-0.08 μg per day per mouse.

Share of flux into tissues mirrors transferrin receptor expression

The clearance time of plasma iron is in the range of 1 h, largely independent of the plasma iron content and hence the state of the animal\'s iron supply. This linear kinetics suggests that the total population of TFR1 receptor molecules (responsible for most of the iron uptake) works far below its maximal capacity in all cells. The share of radioiron going into the body organs reflects this tissue-specific transferrin receptor expression. In contrast to the rather stable total clearance time the share of radioiron is dependent on the physiological state (Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2). In the states of iron depletion and of normal iron supply more than two thirds of the plasma iron turnover is directed to the erythropoietic bone marrow and is rapidly incorporated into hemoglobin. This is, again, similar to other species \[[@B2],[@B13],[@B14],[@B31]\]. The corresponding fraction of tracer iron passes through the immature cells of the erythropoietic lineage until it reaches the erythrocyte compartment.

### Tracer distribution iron-rich condition reflects the switch-over to the storage mode

The flux through the storage pathway into parenchymal organs increases from 25% to 49% of plasma turnover (table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S8; visualized in Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2 and S3). Stores are filled up in liver, kidney, spleen/RES (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S12), to a lesser extent also heart and skeletal muscle, but not integument and brain.

### Tissue cells equilibrate influx and reflux of iron to maintain the iron pool

An adult mouse does not grow much during its life-time of \~2 years (if not killed before). Iron is taken up by cells with a time characteristic of a few days and must, therefore, be balanced by corresponding iron-release. Muscle, fat, heart, lungs, brain and testicles excrete iron into plasma or extravascular fluid. The influx of tracer is mediated by transferrin receptor. It is not clear from tracer data whether the export is mediated only by the ferroportin channel \[[@B11]\], or also via catabolism of heme-bound iron. Ferroportin is dominantly expressed in liver, duodenum, and macrophages, and to a lesser extent also in other tissues \[[@B43]\]. Ferroportin is not involved in the case of loss of whole cells (erythrocytes, intestine, and integument). The tracer data as used here cannot distinguish between export of iron and loss of whole cells. They yield only an estimate of the total flux out of the compartment.

### Intracellular residence time of iron is longer than the life time of its protein \"carriers\"

The life-time of the iron-storage proteins (such as apoferritin/holoferritin) is in the range of one day in the liver \[[@B33]\]. Up to 4500 iron ions can be stored in one ferritin molecule \[[@B44]\], and become released on proteolytic ferritin degradation. The residence time of iron in the liver cell, however, is much longer-in the range of 1-2 weeks (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S11). This shows that iron released into the very small labile iron pool does not leave the cell, but is re-utilized. This slow export conforms to well-known data showing how slowly iron is mobilized from ferritin stores to replace iron losses, e.g. after phlebotomy (in men: \[[@B32],[@B45]\]). Intracellular iron stores are no inert long-term reserves, but are continuously turned over within the cell and may therefore be directed, in accordance with changing requirements, into the three competing pathways (biosynthesis, storage, export).

### Readily accessible tissue iron pools are a fraction of the non-heme iron

These iron pools are stored in different subcompartments, mainly in non-heme form. The iron-loaded liver stores ferritin in the hepatocytes and a less mobilizable (hemosiderin?) form in the Kupffer cell \[[@B46]-[@B48]\]. The labelled and unlabelled iron data from whole organs do not permit to differentiate quantitatively between parenchymal and macrophage iron in such mixed cases. Tracer dynamics identifies iron pools that become quickly labelled. Their pool sizes have been estimated from the fractional plasma iron turnover and the tissue clearance rates (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S9 and table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Three groups may be distinguished. Red blood cells contain as hemoglobin the largest readily labelled iron pool (\~ 300 μg Fe per mouse, about 50% of total haemoglobin-iron, see calculation in Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S9). There is a second cluster of pools (integument, liver, bone marrow, skeletal muscles, skin), each containing about 20-40 μg Fe. In particular the hepatic iron pool is expandable in iron overload to reach a kinetic pool level of \~ 100 μg Fe, presumably in ferritin form. A still larger store can possibly accumulate on a longer time scale, which is not covered here. There are additional pools with an iron content (lungs, kidneys, intestine, heart, and spleen) of about 3 μg Fe each, which can moderately expand up to 4-14 μg (Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S4, lower left). Other organs, such as fat, testicles or brain, are not able to store more iron in overload. Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S13 shows that in some tissues the readily accessible pools are only a fraction (6 to 40%) of cellular non-heme iron.

### There are two kinetically distinct major iron pools in the mouse body

The total tracer-accessible iron amounts to \~400 μg (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S10). The residence time in the main compartments excluding intestine (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S11) is between 5 and 25 days. This comprises about 20% of the total iron (i.e. of \~2 mg per 25 g body \[[@B18]\]). The reminder is not readily accessible. The residence time of molecules here is \~200 days \[[@B18],[@B19]\].

### Iron turnover occurs at similar rate in intestine and skin, but assignment to iron loss vs. iron reflux is only indirectly estimable

Physiologically iron enters the body via duodenal and (less) small-intestinal absorption in a tightly controlled way. It leaves the body by desquamation, exfoliation of epithelial cells, by blood losses, and to a lesser extent via bile and urine \[[@B49]\]. The net amount leaving the murine body is, according to literature references, 2 to 5 times larger than in other animals and man \[[@B18],[@B20],[@B40],[@B49]-[@B51]\]. A consequence of this higher excretion is that heavy iron-load is sometimes difficult to attain in mouse models.

Net iron losses cannot be measured by the tracer method as applied here. However, the fractional clearance rates (table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) yield indirect information on iron fluxes through intestine and integument (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S8). Iron clearance of the epidermis integument is about 5% per day and that of the stomach-intestinal epithelium ca. 36% per day (calculated from table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). From the fractional uptake from plasma one can calculate influx rates of \~1.7 μg per day into epidermis, and a sum of \~1.5 μg per day into intestine plus stomach (all for iron-adequate mouse, see Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S8). These values are about 39% lower and higher in iron deficient and iron-load regimes, respectively. The data do not support a calculation of the rate of net iron loss through these compartments, because there may be a fraction that is recycled into plasma. The iron residence times for intestine are similar to the known exfoliation times of epithelium (3-5 days), which suggests that the main fraction goes into loss. For skin integument (iron residence about 40 days) such external information was not available.

### Murine erythrocyte iron turnover has a random elimination component together with a lifespan-determined removal component

During one month after administration 60% of the tracer (40% in iron-loaded state) accumulates in the red blood cell compartment (figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The first quick uptake of ^59^Fe reflects passage through bone marrow and incorporation into hemoglobin at a steady rate. The uptake reaches a saturation phase which is clearly visible in the RBC curve of figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} to [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. This behaviour proves the existence of a reflux caused by a random component of erythrocyte catabolism independent of the cell age. Without reflux iron would be further incorporated even at a very low plasma radioactivity. The erythron cycle transports (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S8) 15;19;14 μg Fe/d into bone marrow in iron-deficient, -adequate, and -loaded animals, respectively, of which 12;17;12 μg Fe/d pass through the RBC compartment back via into RES into plasma. This turnover rate is quantitatively analogous to \~ 25 mg Fe/d per 70 kg in iron-adequate humans.

The life span of mouse erythrocytes has been studied in mathematical detail by Horký et al. \[[@B52]\]. They also formulated an age-independent linear elimination component acting simultaneously with a lifespan-determined senescence process. Our elimination rate (between 0.03 and 0.06 d^-1^) is somewhat higher than obtained in \[[@B52]\] (0.012d^-1^). However, these estimates are not very reliable, as they stem from an indirect deduction. This applies also to the size of the \"readily accessible\" iron pool in red blood cells (300 μg instead of the 568 μg calculated from the hemoglobin pool of the mouse, see Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S9).

### The spleen is a mixed indicator of erythropoiesis and RES activity

The murine spleen is an erythropoietic organ \[[@B53]\]. Therefore, one subcompartment of iron in the spleen is expected to behave similar to iron in the bone marrow. Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S5 to S7 show a similarly quick uptake phase in both bone marrow and spleen. The ratio of tracer iron content between both organs after 12 h is about 50 to 60 in adequate and iron-rich mice, and 20 in iron-deficient animals. Thus, the quantitative contribution of the spleen to total murine erythropoiesis is not high. Furthermore, the iron-deficient spleen loses iron as quickly as the bone marrow, reflecting the rapid flow into \"iron-deficient\" erythropoiesis. In contrast to the bone marrow, the iron-adequate, and even more so the iron-loaded spleen retains ^59^Fe for long periods. This reflects a storage behaviour which is similar to that of RES cells in the liver and elsewhere. The spleen contains 5% and the liver 16% of the whole population of macrophages \[[@B54]\]. The RES system serves as scavenger to remove senescent erythrocytes together with their hemoglobin and colloidal iron from the circulation \[[@B8],[@B55]\]. Part of this RES iron is rapidly recirculated into plasma, thereby completing the iron-recirculation back to the erythrocyte pool. Except in iron deficiency, another part of the RES iron is stored as ferritin or hemosiderin \[[@B44]\].

The quantitative contribution of both spleen compartments to whole body iron turnover is low. The spleen is therefore an indicator, but not the main quantitative locus of the total erythropoietic and macrophage activity. In iron-deficiency splenic iron clearance is very rapid (15% d^-1^, see table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S1 and S2), while it is distinctly slower (down to 1.9% d^-1^) in iron loaded mice. This may reflect distinct differences in the role of the spleen depending on the state of iron-repletion. A precise quantitative partition of splenic iron fluxes into a RES-and an erythron-fraction would require separation of the cells.

### Experimental design for characterizing the iron status and the dynamic turnover of the C57BL6 mouse strain

The C57BL6 mouse is a widely used strain for genetic modifications to address the regulatory networks of iron metabolism. Any such transgenic strain needs a characterization of its iron kinetics (examples in \[[@B56],[@B57]\]). This includes a survey of static and dynamic characteristics of iron metabolism under the limitations set by thrifty experimental expense. The turnover model developed here permits to derive diagnostic requirements for healthy or diseased mice, after a steady-state has been established and maintained for the time of at least one red blood cell turnover. The following data should be scaled up to the total body level:

-plasma iron steady state, measured by transferrin level and its iron saturation

-liver and spleen total iron and non-heme iron (may be replaced by plasma ferritin as indicator)

-hemoglobin iron content, if possible red blood cell turnover (as indirect control of iron turnover

-hepcidin and erythropoietin levels

-plasma iron clearance rate constant (only possible with tracer injection and several measurements during the first 12 h)

-percentage uptake of tracer from duodenum (after a bolus dose into the stomach)

-organ content of tracer iron, blood-corrected, by several measurements between 12 and 72 h at least in liver, spleen, red blood cell compartment and bone marrow

-long-term rate of iron loss.

The biochemical parameters yield a survey of the static of iron metabolism and its steady-state level. Ferrokinetics yields the fluxes. This full programme can be reduced, if in a particular situation preliminary analysis of data and their comparison with the mathematical model indicate that certain features of the iron status are not changed or are negligible.

Conclusion
==========

The model of iron phenomenology in normal mice of different iron status is the basis for further development of a whole-body model, in which the homogenous compartments are being specified by internal kinetic models of different pertinent cell types. This will comprise the major pathways of iron uptake, iron secretion, biosynthesis of heme proteins, ferritin and hemosiderin storage (flux models) as well as the overarching regulatory structure (iron sensing, cellular regulation on the transcriptional and translational level, hormonal signalling between cell types) \[[@B34],[@B35],[@B58]\]. Our group intends to contribute to this goal by way of transgenic constructs targeted to iron-regulatory genes in specific cell types.

Availability
============

The ferrokinetic models were submitted to the Biomodels - the public systems biology models repository - <http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels> and are publicly available for download and use. The models are available under the unique IDs MODEL4152822384, MODEL4152801381 and MODEL4152760573 for Fe deficient, Fe adequate and Fe loaded, respectively.

Methods
=======

Models, Data Processing and Parameter Estimation
------------------------------------------------

### Experimental design

The mathematical model presented here has been derived from our own experimental data \[[@B9]\]. In brief, male young adult mice (C57BL6 strain; 18-20 g) underwent a 5-week period (growth to 25 g) with a diet controlled for iron content (iron content of diet induction of deficiency: 6 mg/kg; for adequate supply: 180 mg/kg; for iron overload 25000 mg/kg). The experiment was started by intravenous administration of ionic radioactive tracer (Fe59 nitrate in complex with nitrolotriacetic acid) The single tracer dose contained about 0.285 μg per mouse, which is less than 2% of plasma iron and in the range of 0.01% of body iron. At certain intervals between 12 hours and 28 days animals (n = between 3 and 7) were sacrificed, blood was collected and their main organs were dissected, weighed, and their iron status (non-heme iron) was measured. Hematocrit and haemoglobin content of blood was measured, and aliquots were separated into plasma and red blood cell compartment. The weight of organs and tissue samples was measured and normalized to the whole body (25 g). The ambient Fe59 content of organs and blood compartments was measured by scintillation counting and also converted to a whole body value. The tissue contents of tracer were corrected by subtraction of the tracer in the residual blood, by a calculation scheme that was derived from parallel model experiments with Fe59-labeled erythrocytes as indicator \[[@B9]\].

All tracer data were corrected for the decay of radioactivity during the experiment by normalizing them with the help of the radioactivity of the injection solution measured at the same time.

Data concerning the total iron clearance rate could be taken from the literature \[[@B10]\], as they were obtained on control mice of the same strain under very similar dietary regimes.

### General structure of iron metabolism in the mouse body

Mammalian organisms absorb iron from the intestinal tract, mainly via the duodenal epithelium, and loose it predominantly by exfoliation of intestinal epithelium, by desquamation of the skin, by occasional or repeated loss of blood, and to a lesser extent via excretion of a non-reabsorbed fraction of bile and urine. Duodenal absorption transfers iron into plasma where it is bound to transferrin. Transferrin-bound iron is distributed to peripheral tissues in accordance with their expression level of the transferrin receptor (TFR1). This stream into the periphery can be measured after injection of radioactive ^59^Fe into plasma as rate of appearance of the tracer in the periphery. This intake of iron into cells is balanced by an out stream back into plasma of similar strength, mediated by iron export protein ferroportin \[[@B11]\].

This general scheme of iron distribution into the periphery and its reflux into plasma is adequately represented by a \"mammillary\" compartment system with reversible flux (figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Transferrin-bound iron equilibrates quickly (\< 1 day) between plasma and extravascular fluid \[[@B2],[@B12]\]. Together they are the central compartment. Other tissues form peripheral compartments. The erythropoetic compartment of bone marrow has a high expression level of the transporter TFR1 and rapidly integrates iron into hemoglobin \[[@B13],[@B14]\]. Both fluxes as well as the filtering-out of senescent blood cells are irreversible. In contrast, the expression level of ferroportin in bone marrow is low. This allows us to model the iron pathway from plasma over bone marrow, erythrocyte pool, and RES (emphasized by thick arrows in figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) as a circular irreversible flux without reflux. A smaller flux from bone marrow into the Reticulo Endothelial System (RES) has to be included. It represents partly spleen erythropoiesis in mice and partly \"ineffective erythropoiesis\" \[[@B15]\].

Some of the peripheral compartments have two outlets, one leading back into the central compartment and the other one leaving the system by loss of cells or excretion. The clearance of radioactive tracer can be estimated in these cases, but not the partition between these two outlets. Loss of tracer from the body is difficult to measure, and the plasma curve is not sufficiently sensitive to small variants of back-flux from those tissues. For parameter estimation an *a priori*decision had to be made about which of the double outflows is quantitatively the more important. In the intestine and integument, with the exception of the duodenum, iron losses from the body are assumed to be the main route. This reflects the rapid exfoliation of intestinal epithelium (around 4 days), as well as the slower, but of larger volume, desquamation of skin and integumental adnexes. In the duodenum the ^59^Fe influx from plasma counters the physiological uptake of unlabelled iron from the lumen. In erythrocytes, liver, and kidney it was decided that the main pathway balancing iron uptake is reflux into plasma rather than loss out of the body.

The compartments in figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} represent organs and tissues. They are not kinetically homogenous, as every organ consists of cell types that may differ in their iron metabolism. Tracer content in such compartments and intercompartment fluxes represent therefore a weighted mean over different cell types. Mixture compartments of this type are liver, spleen and muscle.

### Numerical Scales of Pools and Turnover Rates

The generic model of figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} has to be quantitatively specified. The assumed reference organism of all data in this paper is an adult mouse of 25 g body mass; all other references are transformed to this scale. Comparing relevant data from other species involves a scale factor of approximately 10 from mouse to rat and 2500 to 3000 from mouse to humans. Compartments are envisaged as iron aggregates (\"pools\") the iron content of which is a systemic variable, expressed in units of μg iron per animal. Fluxes into and out of a compartment are expressed in units of μg iron per animal per day.

The systemic structure of this model is specified by \"content\" data (\"concentration\" of iron in its various biochemical forms in the different compartments), and by \"turnover\" data, usually obtained from tracer studies. Both data sets must be scaled up to the whole organism. The model must have a mathematical structure that reflects statics and dynamics. Its parameters are to be estimated from the empirical data.

### Mathematical structure of the model

The generic structure of the model is a set of balance equations describing time course and steady-state of the iron content of kinetically relevant pools:

$$\frac{dC_{i}}{dt} = {\sum\limits_{j}v_{ij}} - {\sum\limits_{j}v_{ji}} + v_{io} - v_{oi}$$

where

C~i~( ≥ 0) - \"pool size\": iron content of the i-th compartment, i = 1\...n (number of pools) - chosen scale is μg per body

v~ij~( ≥ 0) - rate of iron (in-) flux from compartment j to i (j = 1\...n; j ≠ i) (μg per body per day)

v~ji~( ≥ 0) - rate of iron (out-)flux from compartment i to j (μg per body per day)

v~io~( ≥ 0) - rate of iron flux from outside the system into compartment i (μg per body per day); only influx into duodenum of \"cold\" iron has a value \> 0

v~oi~( ≥ 0) - rate of iron flux from compartment i out of the system (μg per body per day; values \> 0 only for intestine, stomach, integument).

### Clearance mode of model description and derivation of motion equations

Each of the rates is a function of the status of some of the pool sizes and of kinetic parameters. One may introduce fractional clearance coefficients (letter k) by the following definitions:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{k_{ij} \equiv \frac{v_{ij}}{C_{j}}} \\
{k_{oi} \equiv \frac{v_{oi}}{C_{i}}} \\
\end{array}$$

These coefficients describe the ambient tendency of a given flux to clear the pertinent source pool. They apply also to the dynamics of the tracer content. If fluxes and pool sizes do not change substantially during the experiment (steady-state of the bulk of \"cold\" iron fluxes and pools during the experiment by the tiny amount of tracer), the k\'s become constant and a system of ordinary linear differential equations with constant coefficients describes the motion of the tracer content. And a system of ordinary linear differential equations with constant coefficients (clearance rate constants) describes the ensuing relaxation (distribution of tracer governed by \"cold\" flux rates) into the steady-state as motion of the tracer content (x - being measured as specific radioactivity, i.e. counts per mass of compartment iron, normalized to initial tracer dose):

$$\frac{\text{d}_{\text{xi}}}{\text{d}_{\text{t}}} = {\sum\limits_{j}k_{ij}}*x_{j} - {\sum\limits_{j}k_{ji}}*x_{i} - k_{oi}*x_{i}\,\,\,\,\left( {i\, = \, 1...n} \right)$$

where a term k~io~\* x~o~has been dropped because re-absorption of excreted radioactivity can be neglected, if the tracer has been applied to the plasma compartment. The k-values for non-existing fluxes (out of the system or non-reversible) are set to zero. The system of differential equations describing the tracer motion is written down in Additional file [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### Residence time

Interpretation of systems dynamics is simplified by introduction of expected residence times of molecules of defined biochemical state within a compartment:

$$\begin{matrix}
{\Theta\text{i} \equiv \frac{\text{1}}{({\sum\limits_{\text{j}}{\text{k}_{\text{ji}}\  + \text{~k}_{\text{oi}}}})}} & {\text{(j}\, = \, 1...\text{n};\,\text{j}\, \neq \,\text{i})} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Ferrokinetic experiments on mice

The phenomenology of iron metabolism is measured by injection of radioactive iron into the central compartment. In mathematical terms this introduces the boundary conditions for the system (equation 3). Since the uptake of iron via the natural way (guts) is slow compared to the inner exchange rates, the radioactive tracer (by mass being less than 2% of total plasma iron) has to be introduced at time t = 0 intravenously in the form of transferrin-bound iron or of ionic salt that equilibrates quickly with transferrin-bound iron. Mixing in the central (= intravascular) compartment can be assumed to be quick, and is described as a \"boundary condition\" by x~plasma~(t = 0) = 100 (%). All other compartments have initial condition x(t = 0) = 0.

In iron-deficient mice the tracer content of the spleen dropped to zero after a short time and even reached apparent negative values. This is clearly an overcorrection for blood-related ^59^Fe, as the spleen contains a large extravascular blood pool that cannot be removed completely by perfusion. The true tracer content of the splenic tissue proper was obviously close to zero at those time points (see Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S2). Therefore, we set these small negative values equal to zero. This manipulation did not appreciably change the fractional clearance parameter of the iron-deficient spleen.

### Contribution of organs and tissues to whole body mass

An important scale factor is the fractional contribution of each organ or tissue to the mass of the whole body. Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S4 provides data for organ weights of C57BLC mice litter mates from our previous publication \[[@B9]\]. We include the estimates of plasma and blood volume of the whole body corrected for the bias of peripheral venous measurement \[[@B16]\].

### Iron content in tissues and organs and its interval of fluctuation

To scale up the specific iron concentration (f, expressed as μg iron per g wet organ) to the total contribution of an organ or tissue compartment we multiplied such data by the total weight w (in g) of the organ(s) per body, i.e. f \* w. The standard deviation was calculated from the standard deviations h(f) and s(w) of the factors according to the formula 2.23 on p.7 of \[[@B17]\]:

$$\text{~SQR~(f}^{\text{2}}\text{*s}^{\text{2}} + \text{w}^{\text{2}}\text{*h}^{\text{2}} + \text{h}^{\text{2}}\text{*s}^{\text{2}}\text{)}$$

which assumes that the measurements of organ mass and iron content are independent random variables.

### Averaged tracer content in the intestine

As the precise organ weights of intestinal subsections, such as ileum/coecum/colon were not established, we replaced the tracer concentrations in Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S1 to S3 by a mean ascribed to the intestine as a whole. The standard deviation of this derived quantity was calculated according to formula 5.

### Normalization of tracer content of compartments to a common scale

It is technically difficult to inject exactly the same small fluid dose of radioactive iron-solution. Therefore, the ^59^Fe content of an organ at a given time point was expressed as the ^59^Fe concentration normalized according to the formula

$$\text{Sum~of~radioactivity~in~the~body~at~time~t} = 100\%*\exp\left\{ - 0,005\text{~t} \right\}$$

where t is measured in days.

This describes the long-term rate of iron loss from the murine body \[[@B18],[@B19]\]. Bonnet et al. \[[@B20]\] give a somewhat lower rate of \~ 0.004 per day. The process of normalization smoothed the ups and downs of determined tracer contents. It indicates a loss of about 13% of the injected tracer over an experimental period of one month, which is in keeping with previous estimates (10-15%) \[[@B21]\].

### Parameter estimation strategy

Model calculation and parameter estimation have recently undergone standardization and adaption to modern computing capacity \[[@B22]-[@B24]\]. We have applied a simplified simulation strategy, which was tailored to our needs. Incorporating actual data, the parameters of a model were point-estimated by optimization of fit-criteria. Such criteria measure the mathematical \"distance\", i.e. the squared difference between data (weighted according to precision) and a prediction obtained by simulation under a hypothesized parameter vector. The best-fitting parameter vector minimizes this distance. The \"weighted non-linear least-squares\"-method is an example for this strategy.

### Fit Criteria

Data of fluctuating precision may be ranked by weight factors. We decided to use the inverse of the standard deviation of the measurements at a given time in the respective organs (called fval_chi_sqr in table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This led to better fits (estimated by inspection) than uniform weighting which overemphasizes high concentrations, or the use of the inverse of the variance which overemphasizes very low concentrations.

### Quality of final fit

As an intuitive measure of the quality of the final fit we chose the root of mean of squared weighted deviation between prediction and the mean of measurements (table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; \"sq root of mean weighted squared dev\").

### Scatter interval of parameter estimates

Fluctuant data make the point estimates of parameters uncertain. We initially tried to estimate the related uncertainty by expanding a quadratic surface around the \"optimal fit\" and projecting its domain on the parameter scales. This is the usual maximum-likelihood method of estimation. However, since the real surface of the fit landscape was not approximately quadratic, and since the distribution of the data scatter did not harmonize with the assumptions of the theory, we transformed the scatter interval of measurements into a corresponding interval of realistic parameter estimates. This is a less assumption-laden strategy.

For this purpose we generated sets of new data by use of the Monte-Carlo resampling method. By randomization we obtained data that had the same mean and standard deviations as the actually measured data. The simulated data were subjected to the same parameter estimation and this yielded statistical information of the parameter uncertainty. We document the parameter set of the best fit together with an upper and lower bound obtained from a sextile-truncated sample of the empirically found parameter variation. In the case of a Gaussian distribution the interval thus defined would be twice the standard deviation.

### Parameter identifiability

Some parameters or sets of parameters are not identifiable by measurement in a model of given design. For instance, if ferrokinetic measurements are available only for the time course of changes in plasma concentration of tracer, the total clearance rate can be adequately assessed, but not the distribution into the network of body compartments. In contrast, if the first measurement was obtained after most of the tracer has left the plasma compartment, the relative distribution to the various organs can be assessed, but the flux dynamics of this distribution cannot. Even if parameters seem to be identifiable in the Laplace domain \[[@B25]\], the error structure of the data will make the ensuing algebraic treatment ill-conditioned and will expand the range of parameter estimates. They become meaningless. We tackled this problem by studying the parameter space using the alternating conditional expectation algorithm (ACE) \[[@B26],[@B27]\].

The essence of this strategy is to explore the total domain with all parameter values that support an acceptable fit, i.e. the criterion value of this fit is sufficiently close to the optimum. This is done by running a large number of parameter estimations from a large range of starting points. The result is a set of sometimes widely differing parameter vectors that yield very similar optimal values of the fit criterion. Interdependent and hence non-identifiable parameter combinations can be addressed by the information furnished by the ACE method. On the basis of this analysis one or more suitable parameters are chosen to be fixed or held in definite proportion to each other so that the other parameters became identifiable. The choice of suitable parameters for this reduction of parameter redundancy and of their fixed values is not always easy and requires a theoretical understanding of the dynamic structure of the model. Maiwald et al. \[[@B28]\] have developed software (\"Potter\'s wheel\") the tools of which support this computer-time-intensive study very effectively. Specific assumptions made to remove strong parameter intercorrelation will be mentioned explicitly below.

### Calculation of absolute flux rates

The tracer data alone can be used to estimate fractional clearance parameters (per day) of flux out of plasma (k~i_plasma~). To calculate flux rates (μg per day per mouse) one needs the iron content of plasma plus extracellular fluid (C~plasma/ECF~):

$$\text{v}_{\text{i\_plasma}} = \text{k}_{\text{i\_plasma}}*\text{C}_{\text{plasma/ECF}}$$

The iron pool of the plasma plus ECF is calculable from the iron concentration and the plasma volume plus the accessible volume of ECF

### Estimation of peripheral pool size

The iron content of body organs can be measured by chemical methods, mainly as hemoglobin, myoglobin, non-heme iron. Cellular heme iron content as oxidoreductases and other proteins is less important quantitatively. Such direct measurements may be contrasted with tracer-accessible iron pool sizes. When in the steady-state influx and outflux are equal, the following equation relates the pool size C~i~of a peripheral compartment to that of plasma

$$\text{k}_{\text{i\_plasma}}*\text{C}_{\text{plasma/ECF}} = \text{k}_{\text{plasma\_i}}*\text{C}_{\text{i}}$$

If the data support estimates of the two rate constants (k~i_plasma~defining the early phase and k~plasma_i~characterizing the late phase of tracer distribution) and of the plasma/ECF iron content, then the size of the \"accessible\" pool C~i~may be inferred.
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